
IMPORTANT CONCEPTS 

Catcher fatigue 

The catcher fatigue system is designed to ensure that you limit your starting catcher to about 85-

90% of total playing time. It does so by monitoring usage within a moving ten-day window as 

the season goes along. 

If you're in a stretch where your team has no days off, your catcher will almost certainly get tired 

if you start him ten games in a row. Giving a catcher an off day once every ten days is sometimes 

enough to keep him rested, and giving him two days off will definitely keep him at full strength 

unless he caught a couple of long extra-inning games in that stretch. 

A catcher's workload is determined on a batters-caught basis. In a modern season, a team 

typically faces about 6250 batters over a 182-day schedule. That's about 344 batters per ten day 

period, and because we try to limit catchers to 85-90% of total playing time, you should try to 

keep your catchers from facing more than 300 batters in a ten day period. You can monitor 

catcher usage using the Team Status report and the Status page of the player profile window. 

If a catcher is used more than this, he will be less productive as a hitter and fielder, with the 

penalty being greater the further the catcher is over the limit. The penalty is very severe if you let 

someone catch every inning of every game, so it's not something you'd want to try on a regular 

basis. 

Using a catcher at another position (including designated hitter) is equivalent to giving him the 

day off, but you need to do this in advance. If you catch him too much and he gets tired as a 

result, you can't play him at another position the next game without penalizing him at the plate. 

But if you play him somewhere else once in a while, that will help keep him rested in the first 

place.  
 

Clutch and Jam Ratings 

All DMB batters have Clutch ratings and all DMB pitchers have Jam ratings. Both ratings are 

used to raise the level of performance in the late innings of close games. DMB gives out a 

limited number of good clutch and jam ratings each season, and these players are more valuable 

in those late-inning situations. 

But the baseball research community has yet to find any compelling evidence that certain players 

are able to raise their game consistently in these situations. The evidence seems to suggest that 

any apparent clutch performance is an illusion, that the laws of chance predict that some players 

are going to be up, some down, and some normal when you choose any subset of 50-60 atbats 



out of his total for the season. So the fact that a player raised his game in the 50-60 atbats that fit 

the late-inning-close-game definition probably means he was just lucky. 

Consequently, we give you the option to use the clutch ratings or to turn them off. If you use 

them, batters and pitchers with better-than-normal clutch and jam ratings will be a little better 

than usual in the late innings of close games. But this isn't a strong factor in the design of the 

game, so we recommend that you avoid placing a lot of weight on these ratings when making 

your decisions. It's rarely a good idea to use a weaker player over a better one just because the 

weaker player may have a better clutch or jam rating. 

Playing out of position 

You can use a player at a defensive position for which he is not rated, but his performance will 

suffer. How much? It depends. 

Players can make a relatively painless transition to an easier position that is similar to one they're 

already rated for. The penalties are much greater for moving to a very different position that is 

also more difficult to play. 

For example, a CF can play LF or RF without suffering much at all. Both positions are similar 

and easier than the one he's rated for. A LF or RF moving to CF has a more difficult time 

because there's more ground to cover. Similarly, a move from SS to 2B won't cost you too much, 

while a move from 2B to SS will hurt more. And the moves that will hurt the most are (a) from 

any position to catcher, (b) a catcher moving to any position except 1B, and (c) a 1B moving to 

CF or another infield position. 

How will these penalties show up? In lots of ways. More balls in their zones will go for hits. 

They'll make more errors. Guys without outfielder throwing or catcher throwing ratings will be 

easier to run on. Unrated catchers will have more passed balls. Unrated middle infielders won't 

start as many double plays on balls hit to them, and they won't turn two as often when they're the 

pivot man on the play. Pitchers without hold ratings will be easier to run on. 

You might ask why we apply penalties even when a player is moving to a less difficult position. 

Couldn't a top-rated SS play 2B as well or better than the average 2B? In the many years that 

we've been assigning fielding ratings, we've seen a lot of players get higher ratings when they 

make the transition from a harder position to an easier one (especially SS -> 2B, 3B -> 1B, and 

CF -> LF), but we've also seen plenty of cases where the player needed some time to learn how 

to play the new position. 

Every position requires mastery of a different set of skills. A CF moving to RF needs to learn 

how to play the caroms on balls hit down in the corner. A 3B needs great reflexes to handle the 

hot smashes that come his way, and that might not be the strong suit of a middle infielder 

moving to 3B. A SS moving to 2B must learn how to make the pivot with his back to the runner. 



If our out-of-position adjustments assumed that every player could instantly adapt to a new 

position, even an easier one, we think it would create too many opportunities for managers to 

abuse the game by moving players around in ways that real-life managers would never get away 

with. So the game imposes penalties of varying degrees on all out-of-position players. 

Sacrifice Fly Rules 

Many of you already know that the sacrifice rule has changed many times in the history of 

professional baseball. Here are the changes that have occurred during the 20th century: 

• From 1900 to 1907, sacrifice flies were not counted 

• From 1908 to 1925, a batter who hit a fly ball that scored a runner from third was 

credited with a sacrifice, but these sacrifices were grouped together with sacrifice bunts 

in one category called sacrifice hits (SH) 

• From 1926 to 1930, batters were awarded a sacrifice if any runner advanced on a fly ball, 

and sacrifice bunts and flies continued to be grouped together in the SH category 

• From 1931 to 1938, sacrifices were no longer awarded on any fly balls 

• In 1939, sacrifices were once again credited on fly balls that scored a runner, but they 

were still combined with bunts 

• From 1940 to 1953, sacrifice flies were once again eliminated 

• From 1954 to the present, batters were once again awarded sacrifices on scoring fly balls, 

and a new category (sacrifice flies, or SF) was created to keep them separate from 

sacrifice bunts 

Starting with version 7, Diamond Mind Baseball enables you to choose the sacrifice fly rule for a 

league. The conversion program automatically assigns a sacrifice fly rule based on the year of 

the Era the league is currently assigned to. 

To double-check that the correct rule was assigned by the conversion, or to change the rule for a 

league, use the Organizer to view the league rules and select from one of the following values: 

  None--for no sacrifice flies 

  3rd only, as SH--to credit a SH on a scoring fly ball 

  3rd only, as SF--to credit a SF on a scoring fly ball 

  Any base, as SH--to credit a SH on any fly ball that advances a runner 

It should be clear that the generous rule in the 1926-30 period inflated batting averages by quite a 

few points relative to eras when sacrifices were awarded only on scoring fly balls or not at all. 

Older versions of DMB always used the modern rule, and that made it more difficult to compare 

your Diamond Mind results with real life. With the ability to choose the appropriate sacrifice fly 

rule for your league, that becomes much easie 



Weather System 

If you are using DMB's optional weather system, DMB determines the weather for the game by 

examining the weather information for the home park and making adjustments for seasonal and 

daily variations. 

If the home park has a retractable roof, the roof is left open if the weather is nice and closed 

whenever it is too hot or cold and when rain is in the forecast. 

You can choose to have DMB display a weather report at the beginning of the game, and you can 

access a weather report at any time during a game. This report always includes the temperature, 

wind direction, wind speed and the condition of the sky (clear, cloudy, raining). The start of the 

game may be delayed by rain. 

Weather can affect a game in many ways: 

• Warmer weather increases the level of offense 

• Extreme temperatures (hot or cold) cause pitchers to tire more quickly 

• The direction and speed of the wind can cause the level of offense to go up or down and 

may affect the flight of fly balls that are hit into or with the wind 

• Rain delays may cause a pitcher to tire more quickly and, if his arm stiffens during a long 

delay, may force a pitcher to leave the game 

• A wet field may cause a fielder to slip and misplay a ball 

The DMB weather system is designed to work properly for the months in which baseball is 

normally played in the northern hemisphere. If you create a league schedule that extends through 

the winter months, the weather system will probably not give you meaningful results, and we 

recommend that you either (a) stick with schedules that extend from April to October or (b) if 

you want to use a schedule that includes other months, disable the weather system for that 

league. 

 


